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About This Content

Play as Vergil in a brand new chapter of the DmC Devil May Cry adventure. With fierce new weapons, combos, and never seen
before content, don’t miss out on your chance to unravel the enthralling, untold story of Dante’s twin brother Vergil...
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Title: DmC Devil May Cry: Vergil's Downfall
Genre: Action
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Ninja Theory
Publisher:
Capcom
Franchise:
Devil May Cry
Release Date: 5 Mar, 2013

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS:Windows Vista(R)/XP, Windows 7, Windows 8
Processor:Intel(R) Core(TM)2 Duo 2.4 Ghz or better, AMD Athlon(TM) X2 2.8 Ghz or better
Memory:2 GB RAM
Graphics:NVIDIA(R) GeForce(R) 8800GTS or better, ATI Radeon(TM) HD 3850 or better
DirectX®:9.0c
Hard Drive:9 GB HD space
Sound:Standard audio device

English,German,French,Italian
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It is a mobile game in the PC. It has some addictiviness to it, but terrible level desing (more below). Altough it is clear that the
developers like Hayao Miyazaki work and got some inspiration from the Kiki's Delivery Service movie, the game does not have
the art style nor the charm of Studio Ghibli. The screen-shots on steam can be a little bit deceiving.

The game is about not crashing your broom in the numerous obstacles, including the ground and clouds above. The problem is
that there are many "doors", that open and close right after check points, which does not add real difficulty but makes the player
wait until it opens to restart playing, in a game that like Super Meat Boy, requires the player the master by repetition. Also,
check points are either too close or too far from one another (altough, to be fair, the player is the one who manages it since you
buy the check points with coins you aquire through the level).

One of the aspects that I find nice on the gameplay was the incetive to explore to find all letters and coins, but this is also bad
executed becouse of the level desing. In a game where the challenge is to move without crashing, this game has too many dead
ends, which punishes exploration far from check points.

The game is a good way to kill time, tough. It is addictive and I didn't see the time pass and got my mind away from everyday
problems (even if I was frustrated by the bad level design).

It sure is worth the money it demands, but is it worth your time? It is up to you to decide.

EDIT: I forgot to mention, but as of now we still can't use the menus with a game pad. Which is not a horrible thing, we can use
the mouse, but shows lack of pollishing.. Right now it's more of an experience rather than a game and I like it that way. When it
first came out it gave me horrible motion sickness but I quickly got my VR legs by playing the hell out of Pavlov VR and tried it
again and this time around I didn't get sick. Beautiful, polished graphics although sometimes there's a little bit of frame rate
hiccups here and there even with async reprojection enabled. Right now there's not a lot of gameplay elements and so don't
expect to spend hours on it, but if you are the type of person who just likes to fly around in the levels available then you will
love it. Furthermore it's free, at least for now. So there's no reason not to give it a try.. Poor. I haven't impulse bought for a
while. I now remember why.

*EDIT*
Spelling. Sad, I know.. Another brilliant and gripping story! I simply loved how this entire story played out and how entertaining
it was. I really felt enveloped in the story. I give this one a 9\/10.. This game is crazy in a very good way. The concept and
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occasional dialouge are funny, while the puzzles grow to be very challenging. It's definitely not for everyone, but if this type of
madness appeals to you, go for it!

Space Cat \/ 10. It's pretty and has good voice acting.
Story is ok?
Actual game play is really repetitive and dull.

Some of the boss fights are slow and basically just a pattern you have the learn. The problem is once you get to a new part of the
fight you don't know what it is and often times it completely wrecks you and you have to start the fight.
All. Over. Again.

Generally a waste of time unfortunately. Been told it gets better but I'm not slogging through for that.
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So far I'm having a great time, clever writing, the art is very good, and I'm enjoying the premise. A more substantial review will
come later but I wanted to leave a quick endorsement!. Simple game, ideal for break between doing something in job. We are
the wizard who protecting our castle, and kill goblins that try to climb on it. There is three types of it, and we can kill it using
spell that is color related to their colour. Also we can unlock some new character using the gems, that we can quire at the end of
level. Other feature is that we can upgrade our castle.. Buy it if you like to get mad.. indie garbage. Magma chamber is a fun
little puzzle game with a lot of potential.
I recieved the key for free from the developers themselves and I had a blast playing it, even though it was pretty short.
I can see a lot of great things happening with this game in the future and I'm very excited to see where it goes.
Something I could see is Steam Workshop support so player can build their own levels and share it with other users.
I highly recommend this game.. The classes are well developed and relatively well balanced. The gameplay is simple, yet
addicting. The in-game dialogue\/lore tooltips give just enough lore to give the player a feeling of immersion without making
the game be story-intensive. However, any praise that I have for this game ends here.

I paid $20 (deluxe edition) for essentailly a flash game with a few extra features tacked on top. I enjoy playing the game, but it's
not worth the money for what you get. One would think that, if the gameplay itself is lacking for the price, then it would at the
very bare minimum entail half-decent customer support. This game hasn't been updated in ages and there's been absolutely no
interaction from the developer since 2015.

I have come across a variety of bugs in the 115 hours I have invested into this game, and emailed the developer. Not only has
there been absolutely no response, but absolutely no effort is being taken to moderate the amount of RAM-hacking used to
attain top positions on the leaderboard.

There are people who've, upon my looking up their steam profiles to investigate, have barely invested 10 hours in the game and
have gotten:
- all the achievements
- scores that are not obtainable through normal gameplay
- top positions on the leaderboard

If the developer of the game makes you pay money (three times the amount the game is worth imho) for a few extra features -
the leaderboard being one of them - and then doesn't give half a fresh \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 as to moderating the
leaderboards to make the game fun and enjoyable for everyone, there is absolutely no point in buying the game. A lot of people
play the free version on kongregate. The free version's leaderboards are, at the very least, balanced - praise I wish I could be
giving to the steam version.

In summary, the game is quite fun but it's a shame that it's riddled with bugs and absolutely no effort is being made to moderate
cheating\/hacking into the leaderboards. The developer has abandoned the project, and it's not worth half the money it's listed
for.. 4\/10
Promising game. Very frustrating. 1st playthrough a vital piece of a puzzle dropped through the floor. Unable to continue.
Restart. Second playthrough, dropped another vital piece of a puzzle which I could see on the floor, but couldn't pick up because
it was below the floor parameters Steam had set for VR. Restart. Third playthrough. Must keep this vital thing, brought it up to
my face to look closely at it, and it pinged off god knows where. There will be no fourth playthrough.
This game is broken, and life is too short for this kind of nonsense. Avoid.
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